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FROM THE EDITORS

This issue of the Contributions in New World Archaeology journal contains papers from 

the 24th th and 16th of 

November, 2019. The main conference theme was: ‘Contact and Conquest in the Maya World 

’. The intention was to refer to events from 500 years ago, since the start of the 

conquest of Mexico, the colonization and collision of cultures from the early sixteenth century 

onwards, the changes it brought about and the dawn of globalization. The conference also 

cultures before the Spanish invasion. 

During the conference, more than 20 papers were presented, most of which are published 

presents the subject of interaction between the Maya and Teotihuacan and concentrates on 

epigraphic and archaeological records. 

(‘

of Guatemala

invasion of the second part of the fourth century.

The following article ‘

reports on the reexamination of Uaxactun mural paintings from Structure B-XIII, which provide 

new insights on the problem of the ‘entrada

What do ceramics tell 

Classic period’. It builds on the subject of Teotihuacan invasion and contact and concentrates 

imported from this central Mexican metropolis. Based on ceramic data, the author attempts to 

and regions during the Early Classic period. 

Mary Kate Kelly’s paper (‘Political domination and linguistic preferences in ancient Maya 

’) focuses on what may be 

termed the prestige language used by the Maya elites at court, and shows how conquest and 



8 From the editors

In their paper titled ‘Gold and calques in Mesoamerica: tracing the introduction of gold 

to Mesoamerica through linguistic evidence

show how the term for ‘gold’ was adopted from Central America and then spread through 

The volume closes with an article by Rosa-Maria Worm Danbo titled ‘An investigation of 

’. The author describes certain signs that bear 

the implications of such signs sharing.
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CITADELS AND SURVEILLANCE:

CONFLICTIVE REGIONS AND DEFENSIVE DESIGN  

IN THE BUENAVISTA CITADELS OF GUATEMALA

1 2 3

1

E-mail: Stephen_Houston@brown.edu
2

3Los Angeles County Museum of Art, Los Angeles, USA. E-mail: oalcover@lacma.org

Abstract 

-

does so with aplomb. By now, most Mayanists accept that, in the late 4th

settlement, and ramps for rapid ascent and descent on high ridges and hilltops. Current evidence places these features in 

scale.  

Resumen

numerosas ciudadelas, plataformas de vigilancia, fosas con asentamientos protegidos y rampas para facilitar un rápido 

subrayando que la amenaza y la realidad de la violencia involucraron a regiones enteras, de una manera sistémica.

Palabras clave: 
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INTRODUCTION

The relations between Teotihuacan, Mexico, and the Classic Maya form a central issue in 

scholarship, with varying emphasis on the timing, intensity, and number of people involved. 

exchanges of belief, replication of temple forms and the rituals they imply (the celebrated 

talud-tablero

“peer polity,” if a hefty one among many). The other view posits asymmetrical, short-term, 

and high-intensity contact. Its impact was locally and regionally momentous. Detectible actors 

in an exploratory way, and David Stuart, who builds on further glyphic decipherments (Stuart 

career, George Cowgill, a prominent researcher of Teotihuacan, leaned towards this view as well 

(Cowgill 2015: 201-203). 

Choosing between the two—light and long-term engagement or heavy and intensive 

texts, Rome’s relations to the Mediterranean. But there are some patterns worth observing. 

Almost from the start, Teotihuacan showed clear contact with the Maya (Sugiyama et al. 2020: 

136-137, table 5.1). Altun Ha, Belize, reveals imports from Miccaotli-era Teotihuacan (ca. A.D. 

forms close to those of Tlamimilolpa to Early Xolalpan times in that distant Mexican city (ca. 

“code-switching,” embellishes ceramics, buildings, and murals (Sugiyama et al. 2020: 160-

point. Conventions and content were deployed with assurance, suggesting more than informal 

belligerent, martially oriented occupation of that city by Teotihuacan (Nielsen et al. 2019: 64-

talud-tablero molding, distinctive 

imagery, and stray deposits of artifacts as the result of trade, limited movement of people or 

armed invaders wishing to control and exploit or a Grand Strategy of pan-regional ambition. In 

deposits that have no local origin, or glyphic texts that chart in detail the lives and acts of 

invaders and local antagonists. 
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LOCALS AND FOREIGNERS

interactions that varied across sites, and that the most solid arguments build on compounded 

with a series of citadels discovered by lidar on the western reaches of that important Classic 

Maya city (Canuto et al.

Grube 2008: 28-36, but see also the pioneering essay by Stuart [2000]). 

mentioned on March 25, A.D. 416), and is widely recorded in sites across northern Guatemala 

(Estrada Belli et al. et al. 2019). His 

sacred journey (huliiy, “arrived,” but in its most formal exposition, TZUTZ-yi mi-NAL

stops (

Image” [?-baah hul-*i] and 

ba-hi-li] before completing its circuit [

). At Caracol, on fragments of a hieroglyphic stairway that made its way to 

The fetish is lost or missing ( ) and must be remade (pat-l-i 1 

1

Xunantunich in a less physicalized sense, in terms of “the more abstract meaning of ‘authority’ as in 

glyphs nearly 40 cm high: 

less common, “primary” version of a positional verb, here with past tense (pat-l-iiy), matches the form at 
Xunantunich. It is possible that the enumerated 

chatahn
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as a mam

for him to appear on the monument.   

 title, but is seemingly a 

That sign and his general statements of supervision suggest a preeminent role, perhaps, according 

5-TINAM-WITZ, 

Stuart and Houston 2019), a possible reference to the many snow-capped volcanoes. By the 

was thus heavy impact and invasive. What most studies do not stress is that there were yet other 

some grappling with exotic words (  reading was 

unusual monument, exhibits the name of a Sihyaj “Atlatl-dart,” someone not clearly the same 

et al. 2017). These 

region and signal changes at Teotihuacan hint at highly individual shifts of dynasties and their 

governing personalities. 

demise, Teotihuacan exercised a ritual and symbolic impact on Maya dynasties, leaving a residual 

probably in crosstie with the text. The report of “his 12th ” recalls an expression in Colonial Tzeldal, 
yoquin [ ], as in qyoquin qbet ta tzoghol, traspasar deuda o señorío o cargo, “transfer a debt, lordship 

and how to read it.
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Figure 1.
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et al. 1983: 191), Macabilero, 

Guatemala (Alcover 2020), El Mirador, Guatemala (Morales et al.

irrigation functions or as a delimiter of sacred precincts (Scarborough 1991: 152), and similar 

multifunctional ditches appear early at Tintal, Guatemala (Acuña and Chiriboga 2019). That 

earlier darts from atlatl failed to pierce humans seems equally improbable—in violence, any 

weapon will do. But the central claims, of novel materiel, battle tactics, and martial organization, 

appearance, for high-intensity interventions by Teotihuacan. 

A SEETHING LAND 

et 

al.

et al. 2018: 5-7). In glyphic history, the local record is sparse. Scattered 

, perhaps “split” or “fortress-

et al. 2018: 

et al.

Teotihuacan and its proxies. 

et al. 2016), yielded the same degree of extensive, high-quality evidence as 

et al. 2011). That capture 

2 in 2016, a harvest from 10 non-adjacent 
2 in extension (Canuto et al.

only result in false positives, but it also missed features proportionally, especially in areas of 
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Figure 2.

Figure 3.
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a

b

Figure 4.



2), and that the 

lidar achieved a relatively close overview of ancient occupation. The vast majority of defensive 

et al.

et al. 

defensive complex sitting atop and at the base of the Buenavista escarpment. Among the more 

surprising results from the lidar was the ability, at least at broad level, to date ancient buildings 

from the Classic period showed clearer demarcation of edges. Settlement in the valley can be 

dated through excavations but also roughly by this attribute (Garrison et al.

et 

al. 2019: 137-139). But areas highlighted by “melt” were almost certainly of earlier date. 

THE BUENAVISTA SYSTEM

A set of citadels extended over much of the northern escarpment in the Buenavista Valley, 

of the escarpment. There is every reason to believe that these hilltop citadels continue along the 

north end of the valley until the escarpment veers north towards Uaxactun. Notably, the ones that 

them. The location responded, it seems, to well-spaced proximity to all-season paths (a favored 

area for east-west transit even today) and water supplies at the northern base of the escarpment 

(Doyle et al. 

isolated platforms on hill summits. These have been interpreted as watchtowers, a reasonable 

the Título de Totonicapan (ca. A.D. 1554, Allen Christenson, personal communication, 2019): 

“[t]hen went the furious men, the watchers of the warriors, toward their homes which they 

distances far greater than permitted by simply the inter-visibility of platforms. What also merits 

, 
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Figure 5. 

Figure 6.
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The intent behind a system of citadels can be understood narrowly, in terms of a focal 

hilltop or defended enclosure or enceinte (see Keeley et al. 2007 for cross-cultural examples), or 

regionally, as part of a landscape to be surveilled and controlled. A “threat environment” in the area 

must have guided ancient building and involved careful management by locals and the creation 

dominated a landscape visually, intercommunicating with other citadels by means of beacons 

or other signaling devices, housing warriors for potential sallies, and operating as occasional 

Comparative evidence suggests that, as deterrents and protective devices, they relied on, as at 

bodies of water or sheer drops (“promontory forts,” Keeley et al.

berms or interior “curtains” or ramparts (Keeley et al.

to control it too (Keeley et al.

et al.

from: visibility and slope, an optical and “biomechanical” reality for defenders and assailants 

near-denuded hills: uncontrolled vegetation would have obstructed views and provided cover 

for potential assailants. This might have led in turn to higher rates of erosion that would soften 

or de-accentuate defensive features but also result in heightened collection of rain water for 

its occupants slaughtered or its sacred spaces desecrated? In such cases, “a morality tale” was 

left behind, a visible memorial to victory or defeat (Snead 2008: 141).

The Buenavista system exhibits varied defenses: rapid-response ramps from citadel summit 

systems are doubtless more expansive—contains ramparted, moated areas with distinct sectors, 

and 2019 (Román et al. 2019). There are also: leveled causeways permitting rapid access up the 
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et al. 2004). Test-pits in the palace and 

et al. 2019: 

et al. 

talud-

tablero

et al. 

Figure 8. 
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The most decisive evidence is comprehensive excavation in the walled Diablo palace and 

et al. 2015: 86-76, 78). All major 

and designs (Houston et al.

but these data, especially the more decisive evidence from El Diablo, point to a time close to 

Figure 9.
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is close to that at El Diablo, with similar patterns of encircling battlements, ditches, ramparts, 

and platforms, along with impoundments of elevated supplies of water (reservoirs appear at 

et al.

special interest, for they would have been doubly convenient: to avoid frequent descents to 

springs or pools at the base of the escarpment, and to ensure a reliable source of water during 

wide distribution of the Buenavista citadels (4), a desire to monitor a valley over much of its 

east-west extension. The tight dating suggests that this was a system: not isolated citadels within 

does appear to have had a coordinated scheme devised over a relatively short span of time. That 

and its proxies, slots them into a larger historical picture and centralized organization at regional 

scale. But what remain unclear are the actors in this threat environment and the motivations 

behind such investment. If there were a , a “new order,” as some propose, 

builders could have been Maya responding, at unprecedented scale, to foreign intervention—

founder’s tomb at El Diablo and the talud-tablero

 

(Martin 2000). 

WEAPONRY AND CITADEL DESIGN 

The platforms and concentric circumvallations in the Buenavista system must in part have 

defense, as well as assurance maximum, overlapping coverage. There may also have been a 

But “manning” these c. 4.5 m deep trenches over such expanses would have made responses 

either slow or dependent on a large force—to be sure, surveillance and signaling in a more 

weaponry of the Classic period.

and Brittenham 2013: Room 2, folder insert). Studies of spears, for example, suggest they have 

et al. 2019: 
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but also at remove, to avoid slashes with other weapons. Blowguns were inconsequential, best 
2 As for “far” arms, those 

thrown at distance (again, spears seem not clearly to have been employed in this manner), there 

are two in particular that must have conditioned citadel design in the Buenavista Valley. 

reported in much of ancient America as the weapons  of the underprivileged, 

for they involved little more than a common, local material (limestone in the Maya case) and a 

slingshots (or atlatl, see below) in medium- or longer-distance contact, and spears and daggers 

2 Blowguns are shown in many Maya images (e.g., K808, 1226, 3055, 3413, 4151, 6298, 7795), and even 

reed or wood, and most display a sighting element on the far end, the better to target prey (for wider study, 
see Jett 1970). Small pellets were used, and these may occur in archaeologist deposits, often confused for 

from Structure M8-10, Aguateca, Guatemala, in connection with a royal youth: ‘ , 
‘
also Ch’orti’ huht te‘, Wisdom 1950: 472). In Ch’orti’, huht is an onomatopoeic expression for exhalation 
(the language had collapsed most distinctions between velar and glottal spirants at this point), a nod 

 expressed some phonological 
outcome of word-union with two sequent t sounds.

Figure 10. 
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That not all such stones were tossed by slings is illustrated by a scene on an unprovenanced 

Figure 11.
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witz or “hill” sign behind suggests instead that he is 
3 

3

for the sign is 
be entertained: , with occasional usage as a syllable, , a syllabic reading proposed by David 

 is a well-attested term for “blowgun, 
et al.

Chontal, a Ch’olan language, has  for “shoot,” but the sense in both would be a object ejected or 
propelled with speed (Knowles 1984: 475). Some contexts are not explained by this reading, but many are, 

, “blowgun 
youth,” personal observation). A looted pot hints that some blowguns shot seeds, perhaps read  (David 

Figure 12.

(K5451, courtesy of Justin Kerr).



The other “far” weapon is the atlatl or spearthrower (Slater 2011). These would have been 

Most were fashioned of reed or, by increasing evidence, suitable sorts of bamboo (Houston et 

al.

styled warriors show only a handful of atlatl darts at most, and these weapons would have run 

out rapidly in the heat of battle. Unfortunately, dart and spear points, most of them stemmed 

bifaces, are not always easy to distinguish archaeologically. In an essay on lithic variation, 

Kazuo Aoyama and Elizabeth Graham (2015: 7, 11) appear to use the two terms together, 

they use imagery to discern the introduction of such darts from Teotihuacan or Central Mexico. 

personal communication, 2019). Spears probably need more muscular handling while atlatl 

could discharge darts sent by the less brawny. Where colored in depiction, atlatl darts were 

that far later, wooden atlatl from Chichen Itza, Mexico, are carved into the shape of feathered 

1977: 199, 202-203), and the thought arises that some blades might have been slathered with 

tropical forests (Barrera Vásquez et al.

to grab them,” from the 

The dense array of berms, platforms, terraces, concentric or serried ditch-and-ramparts, 

moats, rapid-descent ramps, and the incorporation of abrupt drops or steep slopes must 

within the “throwshed” of slingstones and atlatl darts, if directed from the edges of platforms 

blaring trumpets, shouts and cries in its battle scene support an approach that would also explore 

the acoustical properties of the Buenavista citadels, for communicating between defenders and 

(K4151). 
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for disorienting and dispiriting assailants. The murals seem to show that such trumpeters had 

SYSTEMIC CITADELS 

The novelty of the Buenavista system of citadels is beyond doubt. Nothing on this scale 

region. Earlier, there were large-scale defenses, yet all occur in epicentral disposition, around 

one center only, not bristling along an expanse of valley. The pressing, future question about 

the Buenavista citadels is their precise dating, only addressable by excavation, and the elusive 

defense. They lie too close to one another, their features are too similar. But this matter is still 

subject to discussion, pending further research. In fact, the duplication of some features, such as 

development of the citadels suggests that it is a system, that it arose from central planning, with 

there is the possibility of arrested construction. Walls were initiated but further development 

apparently lapsed. But, on the whole, the evidence channels strongly to a single scenario: of 

short-term, high-intensity, weapon-contingent, highly organized and coordinated building of a 

bellicose nature.

this would have involved depth in defense, with secondary enceintes and water obstacles, and 

his vaunted Pré Carrée

to young men in Maya texts appear to be to youthful warriors tied to Teotihuacan signs, en face 

depictions in glyphs, and, perhaps, new forms of martial organization, a legacy with material 

2018: 47). Harder to assess are the perceived vulnerabilities and whether ostentatious display 

west, would have been intensely conscious of these citadels. That psychological impact, less the 

reality than the threat of violence, may have been the overriding consequence of constructions 
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Jagiellonian University, places of great beauty and warmth. The lidar described here results from 

Dean Andrew Campbell of Brown and two grants to Houston and Garrison from the National 

Guatemala.  
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